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Photon self-energy in a color superconductor

Daniel F. Litim* and Cristina Manuel†

Theory Division, CERN, CH-1211 Geneva 23, Switzerland
~Received 30 May 2001; published 5 October 2001!

In a color superconductor the diquark condensates break spontaneously both the color and ordinary electro-
magnetism, leaving a remaining rotatedU(1) symmetry unbroken. The gauge interactions associated with this
rotated symmetry may be considered as the in-medium electromagnetism. We compute the in-medium photon
self-energy in the presence of diquark condensates at high baryonic density and weak coupling. This is done to
one-loop order for the cases of two and three quark flavors. For vanishing temperature, a detailed discussion is
given of the low momentum behavior of the photon polarization tensor. A simple physical picture for the
propagation of light in color superconducting media is obtained. The main new effect is due to the diquark
condensates, which lead to a strong dielectric constant of the medium. The magnetic permeability remains
unchanged, because the primary condensates have vanishing spin and angular momentum. In the two flavor
case, an additional contribution arises due to gapless quarks and electrons, which is responsible for Debye
screening effects. We also discuss the low energy effective theory for the three flavor case in the presence of
electromagnetic interactions.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.64.094013 PACS number~s!: 12.38.Mh, 13.40.2f, 24.85.1p, 26.60.1c

I. INTRODUCTION

Quantum chromodynamics~QCD! in the regime of high
baryonic density and low temperature displays the phenom-
enon of color superconductivity@1–4# ~see@5# for a recent
review!. This is a consequence of Cooper’s theorem, which
states that an attractive interaction close to the Fermi surface
makes the system unstable toward the formation of conden-
sates. In QCD the attractive interaction is provided by one-
gluon exchange between quarks in a color antisymmetric
channel. The existence of the condensates leads to energy
gaps for both the fermionic quasiparticles and some or all
gluons. It is expected that a color superconducting state of
matter could exist in the core of compact stars. Some basic
properties of very dense stellar objects, such as neutron stars,
may be understood through the study of cold and dense
quark matter.

At asymptotically high baryonic density, and because of
the asymptotic freedom of QCD, it is possible to compute the
quark gap and the gluon masses from first principles@6–11#.
At present, it is unclear to what extent these results can be
extended to more moderate values of the baryonic density,
where non-perturbative effects may become relevant@12#.
Furthermore, there are no reliable methods available to per-
form numerical simulations of QCD at finite chemical poten-
tial. Therefore, results obtained at asymptotically large bary-
onic densities cannot be compared with those for less dense
systems. In this light, it is most important to provide a sound
understanding of the weak coupling regime. We expect that
these studies lead to both the qualitatively and probably also
the semiquantitatively correct behavior of the color super-
conductor for densities attained in the core of neutron stars.

The diquark condensates of a color superconductor break
spontaneously, partially or totally, the non-Abelian gauge

symmetry, depending on the number of quark flavors partici-
pating in the condensation. For two light quark flavors~2SC
phase!, the color groupSU(3)c is broken down to an
SU(2)c subgroup@3#. Five gluons acquire masses through
the Anderson-Higgs mechanism, while three gluons remain
massless. Also, not all quarks attain a gap. For three light
quark flavors the condensates lock both color and flavor
symmetry transformations@color-flavor locking ~CFL!
phase# @4#. The CFL condensates spontaneously break both
color and flavor symmetries

SU~3!c ^ SU~3!L ^ SU~3!R ^ U~1!B→SU~3!c1L1R ^ Z2 .

All gluons acquire masses in this case, and all quarks attain a
gap. Furthermore, there is a Goldstone boson associated with
the breaking of baryon number, and eight Goldstone bosons
associated with the breaking of chiral symmetry.

The infrared physics in a color superconductor is domi-
nated by its light degrees of freedom. For the two-flavor
color superconductor, those are the unbroken gauge fields
and the gapless quarks. An effective theory for the long dis-
tance physics of theSU(2)c gauge fields has recently been
discussed for vanishing@14# and non-vanishing temperature
@15#. For the CFL color superconductor the light modes are
the Goldstone bosons associated with the breaking of the
global symmetries. At low energies an effective Lagrangian
and chiral perturbation theory can be used to study the dy-
namics of these light modes@16–24#.

The long distance physics in a color superconductor is
modified if one includes electromagnetic interactions@4,25#.
Both the CFL and 2SC diquark condensates spontaneously
break the standard electromagnetic symmetry. However, a
linear combination of the original photon and a gluon re-
mains massless in both cases. This new field plays the role of
the ‘‘in-medium’’ photon in the superconductor.

In the present article, we compute the photon self-energy
for the CFL and 2SC phases at very large densities, in the
weak coupling regime. We show how the quark condensates
affect the propagation of the ‘‘rotated’’ photon. In the litera-
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ture, it has sometimes been assumed that the photon propa-
gates as in the vacuum, or as in a dense medium without
Cooper pairs of quarks. We will see that none of these as-
sumptions holds true. Our results are, therefore, relevant for
a number of properties of color superconducting quark mat-
ter. Let us mention two examples. The first one concerns the
charged pions and kaons of the CFL phase which acquire a
mass of electromagnetic origin even in the chiral limitmq
50, as first pointed out in@26#. A computation of this elec-
tromagnetic mass, which requires the evaluation of a three-
loop diagram with dressed photon propagators, is still miss-
ing, although a rough estimate was given in@24#. A second
example concerns transport properties of superconducting
quark matter. Knowing the infrared behavior of the electro-
magnetic interactions is essential for a reliable computation
of transport coefficients such as viscosities and electrical and
thermal conductivities of the superconducting medium.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we study the
photon self-energy for the three flavor color superconductor.
We review the symmetry breaking pattern induced by the
diquark condensates in a three-flavor color superconductor.
Using a non-linear framework, the unbrokenU(1) symmetry
and the corresponding in-medium photon are identified. We
then study how the rotated photon couples to all the charged
particles of the system~Sec. II A!. The Feynman rules for
quark propagators and vertices are given~Sec. II B!, and the
quark contribution to the one-loop photon self-energy is
computed~Sec. II C and Sec. II D!. We discuss the photon
self-energy in the infrared region and emphasize the most
relevant modifications due to the diquark condensates on the
propagation properties of the photon~Sec. II E!. The low
energy effective theory of the CFL phase, including electro-
magnetic interactions, is constructed~Sec. II F!. We close
with a discussion of the main physical picture of photon
propagation in the CFL phase~Sec. II G!. In Sec. III we
repeat the same analysis for the two-flavor color supercon-
ductor. We begin with a discussion of the in-medium photon
and its couplings to all charged particles in a two-flavor color
superconductor~Sec. III A!. The Feynman rules for quark
propagators and vertices are given~Sec. III B!, and the com-
putation of the quark contribution to the one-loop photon
self-energy is performed~Sec. III C!. The low-momentum
limit of the self-energy is studied~Sec. III D!, and the main
physical picture of photon propagation in the 2SC phase is
discussed~Sec. III E!. Section IV closes with a summary of
the results and an outlook. In the Appendix, we compute the
contribution to the self-energy due to charged pions and ka-
ons in the CFL phase. It is shown that charged mesons are
negligible for the photon self-energy in the infrared limit.
Throughout we work with natural units,\5c5kB51.

II. PHOTON SELF-ENERGY IN THE THREE-FLAVOR
COLOR SUPERCONDUCTOR

A. Electromagnetic interactions

The ground state of QCD at high baryonic density with
three light quark flavors is described by the~spin zero! con-
densates@4#

^qL
aiqL

b j&52^qR
aiqR

b j&5k1d i
ad j

b
1k2d j

ad i
b , ~2.1!

whereqL/R are Weyl spinors~a sum over spinor indices is
understood!, anda,b andi, j denote flavor and color indices,
respectively. These CFL condensates spontaneously break
color, chiral and baryon number symmetries. As a result, all
the gluons become massive through the Anderson-Higgs
mechanism, while there are nine Goldstone bosons associ-
ated with the breaking of the global symmetries.

The diquark condensates also spontaneously break the
standard electromagnetic symmetry. However, a combination
of the electromagnetic generator and anSU(3) generator
leaves the CFL ground state invariant@4#. Thus, a linear
combination of the original photon and a gluon remains
massless and plays the role of the ‘‘new’’ photon in the color
superconductor.

In order to explicitly identify the massless linear combi-
nation of gluon and photon it is very convenient to use the
non-linear framework@16#. One first introduces left-handed
and right-handed transforming fields

Lai;e i jkeabc^qL
b jqL

ck&* , Rai;e i jkeabc^qR
b jqR

ck&* .
~2.2!

These fields contain the would-be Goldstone bosons which
are to be absorbed by the gluons through the Higgs mecha-
nism, as well as the Goldstone bosons associated with chiral
symmetry breaking. Under

SU~3!c ^ SU~3!L ^ SU~3!R ^ U~1!e.m.

they transform as

L→U1ULLUc
† , R→U1URRUc

† . ~2.3!

Therefore, the covariant derivative acting on these fields is

DmL5]mL2ieQ AmL2igGm
n LTn, ~2.4!

whereQ5diag(2/3,21/3,21/3) is the quark charge matrix,
e and g are the electromagnetic and strong coupling con-
stants, andTn are theSU(3) generators. The covariant de-
rivative acting onR acts in the same way as forL. The
kinetic term

Tr~DmL†DmL !1Tr~DmR†DmR ! ~2.5!

then tells us which are the massive and massless gauge
eigenstates in the theory. The diagonalization of the gauge
mass matrix simplifies upon replacing the standardSU(3)
generators byT8

5(A3/2)Q andT3
5diag(0,1/2,21/2).

As a result, the gluonsGm
n with n51, . . . ,7 are allmas-

sive. Their masses, which have been computed from QCD
@17,28#, are of the order;gm, with m the chemical poten-
tial. In addition, there is a combination of gluon and photon,
G̃8, which is massive, while the orthogonal combination,Ã,
is massless@25,16,29,27#:1

1The mixing angle of@25# differs from ours due to a difference in
the normalization of theSU(3) generators.
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G̃m
8

5cosuCFLGm
8

1sinuCFL Am , ~2.6a!

Ãm52sinuCFLGm
8

1cosuCFL Am . ~2.6b!

Here, the rotation angleuCFL is defined as

cosuCFL5
A3g

A3g2
14e2

, sinuCFL5
2e

A3g2
14e2

.

~2.7!

The field Ã plays the role of the ‘‘rotated’’ or in-medium
photon in the superconductor. In contrast to the other gluons,

the mass ofG̃m
8 is of the order;Ag2

1
4
3 e2m.

We now turn to the charge eigenstates and their coupling
to the in-medium photon. For the quark matter fields the
Lagrangian reads

L quarks
e.m.

5c̄iD̃mgmc5c̄~ i]m2 ẽ Q̃Ãm!gmc, ~2.8!

where we have introduced the gauge coupling of the in-
medium photonẽ5e cosuCFL . The charge matrixQ̃ is a
matrix in flavor(333) ^ color(333) space

Q̃5Q ^ 121^ Q. ~2.9!

The linear combinations

Gm
6[

1

A2
~Gm

4
7iGm

5 !, Hm
6[

1

A2
~Gm

6
7iGm

7 !

~2.10!

areQ̃-charge eigenstates with charge6 ẽ. They remain mass
eigenstates, because the first seven gluons have equal masses
anyway. Taking into account the values of the total antisym-
metric constants ofSU(3), f 458

5 f 678
5A3/2, we find the

coupling of the charged gluons to the new photon:

L gluons
e.m.

5

1

2
D̃ [mGn]

1 D̃ [mGn]
2

1

1

2
D̃ [mHn]

1 D̃ [mHn]
2 . ~2.11!

Here, D̃mX6[(]m6i ẽÃm)X6, X5G or H, and A [mBn]
[AmBn2AnBm . Notice that in Eq.~2.11! we have written
only the part of the Lagrangian that contains the coupling
with the new photon while omitting the self-interactions
among gluons, or the mass terms. The mass terms can be
read off from Eq.~2.5!.

Finally, the charged pions and kaons also couple to the
new photon:

L GB
e.m.

5D̃0p1D̃0p2
2vp

2 D̃ ip
1D̃ ip

2
1D̃0K1D̃0K2

2vp
2 D̃ iK

1D̃ iK
2, ~2.12!

wherevp51/A3 is the meson velocity@17#. Electromagnetic
effects also generate a mass term for the charged pions and
kaons, even in the chiral limitmq50, although its precise
value is yet unknown.

Summarizing, under the rotated electromagnetism four
gluons, four Goldstone bosons, and four quarks are charged,
as can be read off from the electromagnetic part of the La-
grangian~cf. Tables I, II and III!. Their charges are integral
multiples of the electron chargeẽ. More explicitly, in the
quark sector, the up quarks of fundamental colors 2 and 3
carry chargeẽ, while the down and strange quarks of funda-
mental color 1 carry charge2 ẽ. The remaining quarks are
electrically neutral. The condensates are also neutral, as ex-
pected, as the up quark of color 2 pairs only with the down
quark of color 1, while the up quark of color 3 pairs only
with the strange quark of color 1. Quark matter in the CFL

phase is thenQ̃ neutral, as in the spectrum there are the same
number of particles with positive chargeẽ and negative
charge2 ẽ. It has also been argued that quark matter isQ
neutral @30#, even in the presence of a non-vanishing and
small strange quark mass and/or strange chemical potential.
In this case, no further charge carriers~like electrons! are
needed to make the system electrically neutral.

In order to compute the one-loop photon self-energy, it is
necessary to consider all one-loop diagrams with two exter-
nal photon lines and internal loops of charged particles.
These are electrically charged quarks, pions, kaons, or glu-
ons. In addition, we have to add a gauge fixing term and
consider the contributions from the ghost fields. The gluons
and ghosts contribution lead to a renormalization of the
gauge coupling constant, in full analogy to the contribution
to the one-loop photon self-energy of the gauge sector of the
Standard Model in vacuum as arising from theWm

6 bosons
and ghosts. Since the gluons are heavy, it is easy to see that
the finite part arising from the gauge boson loops is sup-
pressed in the infrared limit. In contrast to the gluons, the
charged pions and kaons are light. Their contribution to the
photon polarization tensor is analogous to the one in
vacuum. Apart from a renormalization of the coupling con-
stant, they contribute a finite piece to the photon self-energy.
In the Appendix, it is shown that their finite contribution is
negligible in the infrared limit. Hence, polarization effects of
the photon are strongly dominated in the infrared limit by
pure medium effects arising from the diquark condensate. In
the following sections we present in full detail the computa-
tion of the polarization tensor due to the quarks.

TABLE I. Q̃ charges of gluons in the CFL phase, and in units of
ẽ5e cosuCFL .

Gm
1 Gm

2 Gm
3 Gm

1 Gm
2 Hm

1 Hm
2

G̃m
8

Q̃ charge 0 0 0 1 21 1 21 0

TABLE II. Q̃ charges of pseudo Nambu-Goldstone bosons in
the CFL phase.

p1 p2 p0 K1 K2 K0
K̄0 h

Q̃ charge 1 21 0 1 21 0 0 0
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B. Feynman rules

The computation of the one-loop photon self-energy will
be done in Euclidean space-time, using the imaginary time
formalism. We first discuss the Feynman rules for the quark
propagators and vertices. These have a complicated struc-
ture, as they mix both color and flavor quark indices. It thus
proves convenient to work in a quark basis in which the
quark propagator simplifies.

We define the color-flavor basis by the transformation
@17#

cai5
1

A2
(
A51

9

lai
A cA, ~2.13!

where a and i refer to the quark flavor and color indices,
respectively, andlA, for A51, . . . ,8 are theGell-Mann ma-

trices, whilel9
5A2

3 1. The gap matrix can be diagonalized
as

DAB
5dABDA ~2.14!

where DA
5k2 for A51, . . . ,8 denotes the octet gap, and

D9
5k213k1 the singlet gap.
We will use the Nambu-Gorkov formalism in the compu-

tation. The Nambu-Gorkov fields are defined as

C5S c

cc
D , C̄5~ c̄,c̄c!, ~2.15!

wherec(x) is a Dirac spinor, whilecc(x)5Cc̄T(x) is the
charge-conjugate spinor.

In the CFL basis the Nambu-Gorkov matrix propagator
becomes diagonal in theA index,

SAB~K !5dABS SA
1~K ! JA

2~K !

JA
1~K ! SA

2~K !
D , ~2.16!

whereK5(k0 ,k) is the four-momentum, andk052ivn5

2i(2n11)pT is a fermionic Matsubara frequency. For
massless quarks,

SA
6~K !5

Lk
6g0~k07m6k !

k0
2
2~Ek

A!2
1

Lk
7g0~k07m7k !

k0
2
2~ Ēk

A!2
,

~2.17a!

JA
1~K !5g5H Lk

2DA

k0
2
2~Ek

A!2
1

Lk
1D̄A

k0
2
2~ Ēk

A!2J ,

~2.17b!

JA
2~K !52g5H Lk

1~DA!*

k0
2
2~Ek

A!2
1

Lk
2~D̄A!*

k0
2
2~ Ēk

A!2J , ~2.17c!

wherek5uku, and

Lk
6

5

16g0g•k̂

2
~2.18!

are the positive/negative energy projectors. The energies of
particles,E, and antiparticles,Ē, read

Ek
A
5Ajk

2
1~DA!2, Ēk

A
5Aj̄k

2
1~D̄A!2, ~2.19!

where in the above dispersion relationsjk5m2k, j̄k5m

1k, andDA andD̄A are the gap and the antigap, respectively.
From Eq.~2.8! we can obtain the quark-photon interaction

in the CFL basis:

ẽ

2 (
B,C51

9

@Tr~lBQlC!2Tr~lCQlB!#c̄BgmÃmcC.

~2.20!

For the complex conjugate fields the quark-photon interac-
tion term becomes

2

ẽ

2 (
B,C51

9

@Tr~lCQlB!2Tr~lBQlC!#c̄c
BgmÃmcc

C .

~2.21!

These terms allow us to define the Feynman rules for the
quark-photon vertices in the CFL basis.

C. Traces in color-flavor space

To one-loop order, the two diagrams given in Fig. 1 have
to be evaluated. The full line in Fig. 1~a! @Fig. 1~b!# denotes
theSA

6 part (JA
6 part! of the quark propagator in the Nambu-

Gorkov representation@cf. Eq. ~2.16!#.
Using the Feynman rules of the previous subsection one

gets

Pmn~P !5

ẽ2

8 (
B,C51

9

@Tr~lBQlC!2Tr~lCQlB!#

3@Tr~lCQlB!2Tr~lBQlC!#IBC
mn ~P !

2

ẽ2

8 (
B,C51

9

@Tr~lBQlC!2Tr~lCQlB!#

3@Tr~lBQlC!2Tr~lCQlB!#RBC
mn ~P !, ~2.22!

TABLE III. Q̃ charges of quarks in the CFL phase.

Up Down Strange
Color 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3

Q̃ charge 0 1 1 21 0 0 21 0 0 FIG. 1. Quark contributions to the 1-loop photon self-energy in
the superconducting phase.
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where

IBC
mn ~P !5 (

e56

E d4K

~2p !4
Tr@gmSC

e ~K !gnSB
e ~K2P !#,

~2.23a!

RBC
mn ~P !5 (

e56

E d4K

~2p !4
Tr@gmJC

e ~K !gnJB
2e~K2P !#.

~2.23b!

Notice that above we used the standard notation of the
imaginary time formalism, so that forTÞ0

E d4K

~2p !4
[T (

n52`

n5`

E d3k

~2p !3
, ~2.24!

where the sum is over the Matsubara frequencies.
Now the U(3) color-flavor traces in Eq.~2.22! can be

easily performed, just by realizing that the quark propagators
SA

6 andJA
6 are all the same for the octet,A51, . . . ,8,while

they differ for the singletA59. In particular, the relevant
traces are

(
B,C51

9

Tr~lBQlC!Tr~lCQlB!M BC

5

8

9
~7M 111M 191M 91!, ~2.25!

(
B,C51

9

Tr~lBQlC!Tr~lBQlC!M BC

5

8

9
~22M 111M 191M 91!, ~2.26!

whereM BC can be eitherIBC or RBC . In the evaluation, we
made use ofQ5

1
2 (l3

1l8/A3). Finally, this leads to

Pmn~P !52 ẽ2@I11
mn~P !1R11

mn~P !#. ~2.27!

It is curious to note that the singlet quark propagators do not
participate in the photon self-energy. This is quite different
from what happens in the gluon self-energy in the CFL
phase, where the one-loop terms contain contributions from
both octet quark propagators, and also from a mixing be-
tween singlet and octet quark propagators@17,28,24#.

D. Sum over Matsubara frequencies

After the explicit evaluation of the spinor traces and the
sum over Matsubara frequencies in Eqs.~2.23!, we find an
expression for the one-loop photon polarization tensor. Since
the photon polarization tensor Eq.~2.27! depends only on the
octet gapD1, but not on the singlet gapD9, we denote the
former asD[D1 from now on. We also drop the octet index
for the energies,E[E1, andĒ[Ē1. More explicitly, we find

P00~P !52

cẽ2

2 E d3k

~2p !3 (
e1 ,e256

~11e1e2k̂1•k̂2!

3F S 1

p01E11E2
2

1

p02E12E2
D ~12N12N2!

3

E1E22j1j22D1D2

2E1E2
1S 1

p02E11E2

1

1

p01E12E2
D ~N12N2!

E1E21j1j21D1D2

2E1E2
G ,

~2.28a!

P0i~P !52

cẽ2

2 E d3k

~2p !3 (
e1 ,e256

~e1k̂1
i
1e2k̂2

i !

3F S 1

p01E11E2
2

1

p02E12E2
D ~12N12N2!

3S j2

2E2
2

j1

2E1
D1S 1

p02E11E2
1

1

p01E12E2
D

3~N12N2!S j2

2E2
1

j1

2E1
D G , ~2.28b!

P i j~P !52

cẽ2

2 E d3k

~2p !3 (
e1 ,e256

@d i j~12e1e2k̂1•k̂2!

1e1e2~ k̂1
i k̂2

j
1 k̂1

j k̂2
i !#3F S 1

p01E11E2

2

1

p02E12E2
D ~12N12N2!

3

E1E22j1j21D1D2

2E1E2
1S 1

p02E11E2

1

1

p01E12E2
D ~N12N2!

E1E21j1j22D1D2

2E1E2
G ,

~2.28c!

where N i51/@exp(Ei /T)11# is the fermionic distribution
function. The coefficient

c5 (
gapped

S q̃ i

ẽ
D 2

~2.29!

counts the square of the chargesq̃ i of all gapped quarks, in
units of ẽ. In the CFL phase,c54. The condensed notation
of Eqs. ~2.28! is borrowed from Ref.@13# and goes as fol-
lows. The indicese i take into account the contribution of
particles (e i51) and antiparticles (e i52). All other quan-
tities that carry a subscript ‘‘1’’ or ‘‘2’’ have to be evaluated
at the corresponding value of the indexe1 or e2, and for the
corresponding momentak1[k or k2[k2p. For example, if

e252, thenE2[Aj̄k2p
2

1D̄2.
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It is worth emphasizing that the structure of the polariza-
tion tensor found in Eqs.~2.28! is very similar to the struc-
ture of the polarization tensor of the unbrokenSU(2)c gauge
fields in the 2SC phase, as computed in Ref.@13#. It suffices
to change the coupling constant and the numerical prefactor
cẽ2

→
1
2 N fg

2 to obtain the expressions given in Eqs.~99! of
Ref. @13#, whereN f is the number of quark flavors, and the
factor 1

2 arises from the trace of theSU(3) generators in the
fundamental representation.

E. Photon self-energy at low momentum

After analytical continuation to Minkowski space-time,
one can study the behavior of the self-energy for different
values of the external frequency and momentum. Since the
behavior of the polarization tensor for the unbrokenSU(2)c
subgroup of the 2SC phase has been studied in the literature,
we will not present a detailed analysis here. We refer to the
literature@13,14,31# for more explicit details.

Let us first define the longitudinal and transverse parts of
the photon polarization tensor in the usual manner,

P00~p0 ,p!5PL~p0 ,p!, ~2.30a!

P0i~p0 ,p!5

p0

p

p i

p
PL~p0 ,p!, ~2.30b!

P i j~p0 ,p!5S d i j
2

p ip j

p2 D PT~p0 ,p!

1

p ip j

p2

p0
2

p2
PL~p0 ,p!, ~2.30c!

Below, we will discuss only the zero temperature case. As
expected, there is no Debye or Meissner screening for the
photon at vanishing temperature, because

lim
p→0

P00~p050,p!50, ~2.31a!

P0i~p050,p!5P i j~p050,p!50.
~2.31b!

In the infrared limit the photon self-energy is dominated
by the quark contribution~cf. the Appendix!. For p0 ,p!D, it
is possible to compute the value of the polarization tensor
~2.28!. Expanding the polarization tensor to quadratic order
in p0 and p, and taking the limit of very large density, one
finds

PL~p0 ,p!52k̃ p2, ~2.32a!

PT~p0 ,p!52k̃ p0
2 , ~2.32b!

where

k̃5

c

18p2

ẽ2m2

D2
. ~2.33!

The coefficientc has been defined in Eq.~2.29!; c54 in the
CFL phase.

The presence of the quark condensate modifies the photon
dispersion relations at low momenta. The dielectric constant
of the CFL medium becomes

ẽ511k̃511

2

9p2

ẽ2m2

D2
, ~2.34!

while the magnetic susceptibilityl̃51 remains unchanged to
leading order. This is due to the fact that the CFL conden-
sates have zero spin and angular momentum, and hence a
vanishing magnetic moment. The velocityv of the Q̃ photon
is given throughv

2
51/ẽl̃. In the limit of asymptotically

high densities, the gap is exponentially suppressedD

;mg25exp(23p2/A2g) @6#, and thereforek̃@1 and ẽ@1.
As a consequence, the photon velocity is very much sup-
pressed when compared to the vacuum theory,v!1. Further-
more, the static potential created by a test charge particle,
V(r)5 ẽ/(4p2ẽ r), is greatly reduced with respect to the
Coulomb potential in vacuum.

For external momenta in the rangeD!p0 , p!m, the
photon polarization tensor~2.28! reduces to the hard dense
loop ~HDL! limit @32,33#, up to corrections of order
ẽ2m2D/p @13#,

Pmn~p0 ,p!5M̃ 2S 2gm0gn0
1p0E dVv

4p

v
m
v

n

p02p•v1i01
D ,

~2.35!

where

M̃ 2
54

ẽ2m2

p2
~2.36!

is the corresponding Debye mass. The reason that the polar-
ization tensor reduces to the HDL result is the following
@13#. For sufficiently large photon momenta, the photon
wave length is sufficiently short to resolve the individual
quarks within the Cooper pairs: the effects due to pairing are
not visible for these modes, to leading order. Consequently,
one recovers the known leading-order result of the normal
phase.

The intermediate region behavior of the functions~2.28!
with D,p0 , p!m has recently been studied in@31#. In this
region it is possible to find analytical expressions for the
imaginary part of the self-energy, which is only non-
vanishing forp0>2D, while the real part can only be studied
numerically. As a result, the photon self-energy deviates sig-
nificantly from the HDL limit only for frequenciesp0;D
@31#.

If the photon momentum is not too large,p!Agm, it is
possible to show that the quark contribution dominates over
that due to charged pions and kaons in this momentum re-
gion ~cf. the Appendix!. Hence, the photon self-energy is
well approximated by Eq.~2.35!.
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We leave for a future project the study of electromagnetic
properties of the color superconductors at non-zero tempera-
ture T. However, notice that the thermal contribution to the
polarization tensor~2.28! for p0 ,p!D reduces to a ‘‘hard
superconducting loop’’@15# and additional thermal correc-
tions to the value ofk̃.

F. Low energy effective theory for the CFL superconductor

The low energy effective theory for a CFL supercon-
ductor, in the absence of electromagnetic interactions, has
been discussed in detail in Refs.@16–24#. The physics is
dominated by the light degrees of freedom, the Nambu-
Goldstone bosons, resulting from the spontaneous breaking
of chiral and baryon number symmetry. The low energy
physics is modified once electromagnetism is included, be-
cause the photon field is also light. Forp0 ,p!2D, the low
energy effective theory is obtained after integrating out the
heavy modes. Including electromagnetism, and in the chiral
limit mq50, the effective Lagrangian reads

L5

ẽ

2
Ẽ•Ẽ2

1

2
B̃•B̃1

f p
2

4
@Tr~D̃0SD̃0S†!

2vp
2 Tr~D̃ iSD̃ iS

†!#1 ẽ2C Tr~QSQS†!, ~2.37!

where Ẽ and B̃ are the in-medium electric and magnetic
fields, respectively. The unitary matrixS contains the Gold-
stone fields, and the covariant derivative acting onS is

D̃mS5]mS2i ẽQÃmS1i ẽ SQÃm . ~2.38!

In Eq. ~2.37! we have omitted the Goldstone boson associ-
ated with the breaking ofU(1)B , as it does not couple to the
photon. The values of the pion decay constantf p and the
pion velocity vp at high baryonic density have been com-
puted from the microscopic theory, finding@17–24#

f p
2

5

2128 ln 2

18

m2

2p2
, vp5

1

A3
. ~2.39!

In this paper we have computed the value of the dielectric
constantẽ. The last term in Eq.~2.37! represents, to leading
order, a mass term for the charged pions and kaons. This
mass term is generated because the electromagnetic interac-
tions represent an explicit breaking of chiral symmetry. The
constantC obeys a sum rule, but it has not yet been com-
puted.

At higher order in an energy expansion one could also add
to Eq. ~2.37! the Wess-Zumino-Witten term, describing
anomalous processes such asp0

→g̃g̃ @27,34,35#.

G. Discussion

We briefly discuss the main physical picture that has
emerged from the present analysis. Under the rotatedU(1)
symmetry, we have seen that the quark charges differ from
the vacuumU(1) electric charges. The in-medium charges
are all integer and such that the diquark condensates are neu-

tral, although their components are not, in general. In the
CFL phase, the in-medium photon propagation properties are
strongly affected by the charged particles and the existence
of the diquark condensates.

If the wavelength associated with the photon is smaller
than the mean separation among the quarks that form the
Cooper pairs, the photon propagation is not affected by the
condensate. In this regime, the photon can resolve the com-
ponents of the condensate. Therefore the photon self-energy
matches, to leading order, the corresponding one in the non-
superconducting phase. The electric fields acquire a Debye
mass, electric and magnetic fields are Landau damped, but
there is no static magnetic screening. The electric Debye
massM̃ stems from all charged quarks in the CFL phase. If
the photon momentum is large enough typical quantum ef-
fects that involve the creation and destruction of virtual pairs
of charged pions and kaons would also modify the dielectric
constant associated with the electromagnetic fields.

In turn, if the photon wavelength is large enough, larger
than the mean separation among the quarks that form Cooper
pairs, it can no longer resolve the components of the conden-
sate. Consequently, and in the absence of other free charge
carriers~like electrons!, the long wavelength photons are not
Debye screened. However, the condensates still act as elec-
tric dipoles, with total spin and angular momentum zero.
This modifies the in-medium electric properties, leading to a
strong increase of the dielectric constantẽ. The in-medium
magnetic permeability remains unchanged. This is due to the
fact that the condensates have vanishing magnetic moment,
but would change if the condensates had a non-vanishing
spin or angular momentum@8#. However, condensation in
the lowest angular momentum channel is favored. We con-
clude that the velocity of~transverse! in-medium photons is
strongly suppressed as opposed to the vacuum.

In the static limit, the resulting picture is very simple~cf.
Fig. 2!. Introducing a test charge in the superconductor
would produce a static potential. For distancesr;( ẽm)21

!D21, the electric test charge is screened by effectively free
charge carriers; here, the up quark of colors 2 and 3. The
associated static potential is given byV(r)
5 ẽexp(2M̃r)/(4pr). At larger distances,r@D21, Debye

FIG. 2. Screening of a negative test charge in the CFL phase.
Left panel: for length scalesr with ( ẽm)21;r!D21, the screening
is dominated by effectively ungapped charged quarks. Here, these
are the up quarks of colors 2 and 3. Right panel: For length scales

r@D21, all quarks are bound withinQ̃-neutral condensates. There-
fore, no Debye screening takes place. However, the condensates
have an electrical dipole moment and align themselves in an elec-
trical field. This strongly modifies the dielectric constant.
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screening is no longer working because every positively
charged quark comes bundled in Cooper pairs with a nega-
tively charged one. The static potential produced by a test
charge isV(r)5 ẽ/(4p ẽ r). Becauseẽ@1, the potential is
greatly reduced in comparison to the Coulomb potential in
vacuum.

Finally, we remark that allQ̃-charged hadronic excitations
in the CFL phase, and for non-vanishing quark masses, ac-
quire a gap@4,5#. Therefore, the photon cannot scatter if its
energy is below the energy of the lightest charged mode;
CFL matter is thus transparent. Here, we have computed the
refraction index of CFL matter with the vacuum, given by
ñ5 ẽ1/2. In the high density region, the refraction index obeys
ñ@1.

III. PHOTON SELF-ENERGY IN THE TWO-FLAVOR
COLOR SUPERCONDUCTOR

A. Electromagnetic interactions

The ~spin zero! condensates of QCD with two light quark
flavors differ from those found in Eq.~2.1!. In this case one
finds

^qL
aiqL

b j&52^qR
aiqR

b j&5e i j3eabD, ~3.1!

where the gap itself picks up a direction in color space. By a
global color rotation this has been fixed to be thek53 di-
rection. The original symmetries of the theory are

SU~3!c ^ SU~2!L ^ SU~2!R ^ U~1!B ,

and these are broken by the condensates toSU(2)c

^ SU(2)L ^ SU(2)R ^ Ũ(1)B @36#. The groupŨ(1)B corre-
sponds to a modified global baryon symmetry, whose gen-
erator isB̃5B2(2A3/3)T8, whereB5

1
3 diag(1,1,1) is the

standard baryon number generator. In this section we use the
standardSU(3) generators, so thatT8

5(1/2A3)diag(1,1,
22). As a consequence of the Anderson-Higgs mechanism,
five gluons acquire masses, which are of order;gm, al-
though not all of them are equal@13#. Notice also that not all
the quarks attain a gap. In particular, the up and down quarks
of fundamental color 3 are gapless.

Exactly as it happens for the CFL superconductor, the
diquark condensates~3.1! spontaneously break the standard
electromagnetic symmetry. A localU(1) symmetry, which is
a combination of the standard electromagneticU(1) and a
generator ofSU(3)c , remains unbroken. In order to identify
the in-medium photon, it is convenient to use the non-linear
framework. This has been done in full detail in Refs.@36,27#.
The massiveG̃8 and masslessÃ fields are@29,27#

G̃m
8

5cosu2SCGm
8

1sinu2SCAm , ~3.2a!

Ãm52sinu2SCGm
8

1cosu2SCAm , ~3.2b!

where

cosu2SC5
A3g

A3g2
1e2

, sinu2SC5
e

A3g2
1e2

. ~3.3!

The fieldÃ is the in-medium photon. Notice that the mixing
angles differ for the CFL and the 2SC superconductors.

The quark fields couple to the new photon as

L quarks
e.m.

5c̄ iD̃mgmc5c̄~ i]m2 ẽ Q̃ Ãm!gmc. ~3.4!

The rotated gauge coupling readsẽ5e cosu2SC, and the
charge matrixQ̃ is a matrix in flavor(232)^ color(333) space,

Q̃5Q ^ 12

1

A3
1^ T8. ~3.5!

In the two flavor caseQ5diag(2/3,21/3).
Some gluons are electrically charged. Using the defini-

tions of Eq.~2.10!, we find

L gluons
e.m.

5

1

2
D̃ [mGn]

1 D̃ [mGn]
2

1

1

2
D̃ [mHn]

1 D̃ [mHn]
2 . ~3.6!

Here,D̃mX6[@]m6i( ẽ/2)Ãm#X6, X5G or H, andA [mBn]
[AmBn2AnBm . Hence, in the 2SC phase, and unlike the
case in the CFL phase, the gauge fieldsG6 andH6 of Eq.
~2.10! have theQ̃ chargesẽ/2. The remaining gluons are
electrically neutral~cf. Table IV!.

Under this rotated electromagnetism we then see that four
gluons are electrically charged, but their charges are half-
integer multiples of the electron chargeẽ ~cf. Table IV!. The
up quarks of fundamental colors 1 and 2 carry chargeẽ/2,
while the down quarks of colors 1 and 2 carry charge
2 ẽ/2, so that the condensates are electrically neutral. The
gapless up quark of color 3 carries the chargeẽ, while the
gapless down quark is neutral~cf. Table V!.

In order to make the whole system electrically neutral one
should add a background of particles with negative charges,
such as strange quarks and/or electrons. The strange quarks
of fundamental colors 1 and 2 carry charge2 ẽ/2, while the
strange quark of color 3 is neutral. This would be enough to
make the system bothQ and Q̃ neutral. In this section we
work under the assumption that the strange quark mass is

TABLE IV. Q̃ charges of gluons in the 2SC phase, and in units
of ẽ5e cosu2SC.

Gm
1 Gm

2 Gm
3 Gm

1 Gm
2 Hm

1 Hm
2

G̃m
8

Q̃ charge 0 0 0 1
2 2

1
2

1
2 2

1
2 0

TABLE V. Q̃ charges of quarks in the 2SC phase.

Up Down Strange
Color 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3

Q̃ charge
1
2

1
2 1 2

1
2 2

1
2 0 2

1
2 2

1
2 0
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ms→`, in which case the strange quarks do not play a dy-
namical role. We will consider that there is a finite density of
electrons, with an associated chemical potentialme .

As in the previous section, we will compute the one-loop
photon self-energy due to the quark matter sector of the
theory, as we are basically interested in studying the infrared
behavior of the photon self-energy.

B. Feynman rules

We use the same conventions as in the previous section,
and perform the computation using the imaginary time for-
malism. We first give the quark propagators in the 2SC
phase. The Nambu-Gorkov propagator reads@8#

S~K !5S S
1~K ! J2~K !

J1~K ! S
2~K !

D , ~3.7!

where every term in the matrix is also a matrix in color,
flavor and spinor spaces. In particular,

~S 6! i j
ab~K !5dab~d i j2d i3d j3!S6~K !1dabd i3d j3S0

6~K !,
~3.8a!

~J6! i j
ab~K !56eabe i j3J6~K !, ~3.8b!

wherea,b denote flavor indices, andi, j are color indices.
For massless quarks,S6 andJ6 agree with the propagators
in Eqs.~2.17!, after replacing the CFL gaps and antigaps by
their 2SC counterparts. The free propagatorsS0

6 , which de-
scribe the gapless quarks, are obtained fromS6 by putting
D5D̄50. The quark-photon vertex follows from Eq.~3.4!.

C. Traces in color and flavor space

There are two diagrams to compute, shown in Fig. 1.
Using the Feynman rules of the previous subsection for ver-
tices and propagators, one gets

Pmn~P !5

ẽ2

2 (
e56

E d4K

~2p !4
Tr@gmQ̃S

e~K !gnQ̃S
e~K2P !#

2

ẽ2

2 (
e56

E d4K

~2p !4
Tr@gmQ̃Je~K !g

3nQ̃J2e~K2P !#, ~3.9!

where the trace above is in color, flavor and spinor spaces.
After the explicit evaluation of the color and flavor traces,
one finds

Pmn~P !5

ẽ2

2 (
e56

E d4K

~2p !4
$Tr@gmSe~K !gnSe~K2P !#

1Tr@gmJe~K !gnJ2e~K2P !#%

1

ẽ2

2 (
e56

E d4K

~2p !4
Tr@gmS0

e~K !gnS0
e~K2P !#.

~3.10!

We find two types of contribution to the photon self-energy.
The first one is due to the quarks that form Cooper pairs.
This contribution is totally analogous to the one found in the
CFL phase, Eq.~2.27!, with, however, two main differences.
First, the anglesuCFLÞu2SC are unequal, and thereforeẽ
differs in the CFL and 2SC cases. Second, the numerical
factors in front of the integrals are different, which is due to
the different charge assignments of the four charged quarks
in the CFL and the 2SC phases~integer in the first case,
half-integer in the second, cf. Tables II and V!. Hence, in the
2SC phasec51. The second contribution is due to the
charged gapless up quark. It is totally analogous to the con-
tribution to the photon self-energy of a charged fermion in a
dense medium with chemical potentialm, whose value is
well known.

We will not give explicit results for evaluating the spinor
traces and the sum over Matsubara frequencies. These can be
inferred from Eqs.~2.28!, after the necessary changes in nu-
merical factors for the part of the polarization tensor due to
the condensed quarks, as mentioned above, and as well for
the gapless quark, where furthermore one has to putD5D̄
50.

D. Photon self-energy at low momentum

We perform the analytical continuation to Minkowski
space-time, and study the photon polarization tensor for dif-
ferent values of the external momentum and frequency. We
restrict the study to the zero temperature case.

Let us decompose the polarization tensor into longitudinal
and transverse parts as done in Eq.~2.30!. Here, and in con-
trast to the CFL phase, the transverse and longitudinal com-
ponents consist of two different pieces,

PL~p0 ,p!5PL
gap~p0 ,p!1PL

HDL~p0 ,p!, ~3.11a!

PT~p0 ,p!5PT
gap~p0 ,p!1PT

HDL~p0 ,p!.
~3.11b!

The contributionsPgap stem from the condensates and cor-
respond to the first sum in Eq.~3.10!. More explicitly, Pgap

is given by Eq.~2.28! with c51 in the 2SC phase. In turn,
the contributionPHDL stems from the free charge carriers,
the gapless quark and the electrons. The quark contribution
corresponds to the second sum in Eq.~3.10!. The corre-
sponding electron contribution reduces also to a hard dense
loop. The longitudinal and transverse components of the hard
dense loop polarization tensor are given by

PL
HDL~p0 ,p!5m̃2f tF p0

2p S lnUp01p

p02pU2ipQ~p2
2p0

2! D21G ,
~3.12a!

PT
HDL~p0 ,p!52m̃2

p0
2

2p2 F11

1

2 S p

p0
2

p0

p D
3S lnUp01p

p02pU2ipQ~p2
2p0

2! D G .
~3.12b!
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The Debye mass due to the gapless up quarks and the elec-
trons is

m̃2
5

ẽ2m2

p2
1

ẽ2me
2

p2
, ~3.13!

where we have supposed that the mass of the electron can be
neglected (me!me).

Let us first consider the deep infrared limit where both
p0 ,p!D. The part of the self-energy Eq.~3.10! due to the
gapless up quark and the electron is given by Eq.~3.12!. The
part due to the quarks forming Cooper pairs is similar to the
CFL case Eq.~2.32!. To quadratic order inp0 ,p the terms
Pgap in Eq. ~3.11! become

PL
gap~p0 ,p !52k̃ p2, ~3.14a!

PT
gap~p0 ,p !52k̃ p0

2 . ~3.14b!

Here, k̃ is given by Eq.~2.33!, except that the numerical
factorc51 in the 2SC phase. The dielectric constantẽ in the
2SC medium is defined as

ẽ511k̃511

1

18p2

ẽ2m2

D2
. ~3.15!

Notice that the dielectric constants in the 2SC and CFL
phases, Eq.~3.15! and Eq.~2.34! respectively, are different.
This comes about because, first, the mixing anglesuCFL
Þu2SC and thus the effective charges are different, and sec-
ond, because the charge assignments for the four gapped
quarks, and hence the numerical prefactors, are different in
the two phases.

While the HDL contribution is responsible for Debye
screening,

lim
p→0

PL~0,p!52m̃2, ~3.16a!

the polarization effects due to the condensate do not create a
Meissner mass associated with the photon,

P0i~0,p!5P i j~0,p!50. ~3.16b!

For small photon momentum and frequency, Eqs.~3.11! tell
us that there are two different types of screening phenom-
enon: one associated with the existence of condensed quarks,
responsible for strong polarization effects, and one associ-
ated to the existence of free charge carriers, responsible for
Debye screening. It is however straightforward to see that
Debye screening is dominant in the infrared limit.

Considering the region wherep0 ,p@D, but p0 ,p!m, the
contribution to the photon polarization tensor due to the con-
densed quarks reduces to a HDL, to leading order. The full
polarization tensor reduces to Eq.~3.12!, with the Debye
massm̃2 replaced by

M̃ 2
5

2ẽ2m2

p2
1

ẽ2me
2

p2
. ~3.17!

In this momentum regime, all charged~gapped or ungapped!
quarks contribute to the Debye mass.

E. Discussion

We briefly discuss the main physical picture that has
emerged from our analysis for the 2SC phase. Under the
rotatedU(1) symmetry, quarks have obtained integer and
half-integer electric charges. All half integer charged up and
down quarks form electrically neutral Cooper pairs. The gap-
less up quark has integer charge. The condensates have an
electric dipole moment, but no magnetic dipole, because
their total angular momentum and spin vanish. Therefore,
photon propagation in a 2SC medium is affected by both the
free charged particles and the condensate.

The photon propagation is not affected by the condensate
if the photon wavelength is smaller than the size of the Coo-
per pairs;D21. In this regime, the photon resolves the con-
stituents of the bound state and scatters with the charge car-
riers. Consequently, the photon self-energy equals its
counterpart of the non-superconducting phase, with photons
being Landau damped, the electric fields acquiring a Debye
mass but without a static screening of magnetic fields. The
electric Debye massM̃ is of the order; ẽm and stems from
all charged quarks in the 2SC phase.

The photon can no longer resolve the diquark condensate
for photon wavelengths large compared to the size of the
Cooper pairs. Therefore, it does not scatter from the constitu-
ents. However, as in the CFL phase, the Cooper pairs still
modify the photon propagation by inducing a large dielectric
constant to the medium. The magnetic permeability of the
medium is not changed. In addition, the ungapped charged
quarks still lead to Debye screening in the long wavelength
limit.

In the static limit, the resulting picture is as follows~see
Fig. 3!: We introduce a negative test charge to the supercon-

FIG. 3. Screening of a negative test charge in the 2SC phase.
Left panel: for length scalesr with ( ẽm)21;r!D21, the screening
is dominated by the ungapped and the effectively ungapped charged
quarks. Here, these are the up quarks of colors 1, 2 and 3, leading to

the Debye massM̃ . Right panel: For length scalesr@D21, all up
quarks of color 1 or 2 are bound with down quarks of color 2 or 1

to Q̃-neutral condensates, while the up quark of color 3 remains
gapless. The condensates have an electrical dipole moment and
modify the dielectric constant. The gapless up quarks still screen the
test charge.
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ductor which provides a static potential. At distancesr
;( ẽm)21

!D21, the electric test charge is screened by ef-
fectively free charge carriers, in the present case up quarks of
colors 1, 2 and 3. The associated static potential is given by
V(r)5 ẽ exp(2M̃r)/(4pr). At larger distances,r@D21, De-
bye screening is less efficient because some of the quarks are
bound into Cooper pairs, leading to a strong electric suscep-
tibility ẽ@1. The gapless quark~and the electron! still lead
to Debye screening.

IV. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

In this paper we have studied the propagation of electro-
magnetic fields in the presence of diquark condensates at
weak coupling and high baryonic density. The condensates
break spontaneously both the non-Abelian gauge symmetry
and theU(1) symmetry of electromagnetism, leaving a re-
maining ‘‘rotated’’ U(1) symmetry unbroken. The gauge
field associated with this new symmetry, a linear combina-
tion of the real photon and a gluon, plays the role of the
in-medium photon in the superconductor. The phenomemon
is analogous to what occurs in the electroweak sector of the
Standard Model, where the Higgs condensate breaks both the
SU(2)L andU(1)Y symmetries, but leaves theU(1)e.m. un-
broken.

We have computed the in-medium photon polarization
tensor to one-loop order in the quark fields. In both the CFL
and the 2SC phases, the diquark condensate is responsible
for a large increase of the dielectric constant of the medium,
because the Cooper pairs act as strong electrical dipoles. This
effect makes the photon propagation in color superconduct-
ing media different from the propagation in vacuum or in a
dense medium within the normal phase.

We also found that the magnetic permeability of the me-
dium remains as in the vacuum theory, because the primary
condensates have no magnetic moment. Although condensa-
tion in the J50 channel is favored, secondary condensates
with non-vanishing angular momentum may form in the 2SC
or CFL phase@6,8#. In those cases, we expect that a non-
vanishing magnetic moment of the condensates modifies the
magnetic permeability of high density QCD.

An important qualitative difference between 2SC and
CFL matter is due to the fact that all quarks condense and
acquire a gap in the CFL phase, while in the 2SC phase,
some of the charged quarks do not form primary condensates
and remain gapless. In the absence of electrons in CFL mat-
ter @30#, this implies for the electromagnetic interactions that
electric charges are not screened. In turn, the remaining free
charge carriers of 2SC matter always provide a screening for
electric charges.

Here, we restricted the discussion to the case of vanishing
temperature. It will be interesting to study photon propaga-
tion in high density QCD at low temperatures, and, more
generally, the related transport properties of the medium.
Most transport coefficients like thermal or electrical conduc-
tivities, flavor diffusion or shear viscosities are dominated by
light degrees of freedom. A first step toward a transport
theory for color superconducting QCD has been made in
@15#, where a transport equation for the gapped quarks of

2SC matter has been discussed. We leave a more detailed
study of these questions for future investigations.
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APPENDIX: PHOTON SELF-ENERGY AND CHARGED
SCALAR MESONS

Here, we compute the contributions to the photon polar-
ization tensor due to charged scalar mesons in the CFL
phase. For the discussion in the main text, we are interested
in its finite part. We show that contributions from charged
scalar mesons can be neglected, compared to the quark con-
tribution, in the infrared limit. We restrict the discussion to
the case of vanishing temperature. The main computation is
fully equivalent to the computation of the one-loop polariza-
tion tensor for scalar QED, which we recall as well~see, for
example, Refs.@37,38#!.

1. One-loop polarization tensor of scalar QED

Consider electrically charged scalar fields with chargeẽ
and massm. To one-loop order, two diagrams with charged
scalar fields propagating within the loops contribute to the
photon polarization tensor. In Euclidean space-time, it can be
written as@38#

Pmn
qed~P,m2!5 ẽ2E ddK

~2p !d

3F 22dmn

K2
1m2

1

~2P1K !m~2P1K !n

@~P1K !2
1m2#~K2

1m2!
G .

~A1!

Here,Pm[(p0 ,p). The first term in the large square brackets
stems from the tadpole diagram. Using the Feynman param-
etrization for the loop integrals, and performing a partial in-
tegration, we end up with the following expression:

Pmn~P,m2!5~PmPn2P2dmn!P̂~P2,m2!, ~A2!

where

P̂~P2,m2!5

ẽ2

~4p !d/2
GS 22

d

2D E
0

1

dx~122x !2

3@x~12x !P2
1m2#d/222. ~A3!

The difference between scalar and spinor QED amounts to
the replacement (122x)2

→8x(12x) in the integrand of

Eq. ~A3! @38#. Notice that the dimensions ofP̂ andPmn are
different. From Eq.~A3!, and after analytical continuation to
Minkowski space, we deduce that the polarization tensor has
a cut and acquires an imaginary part forP2>4m2 in d<4
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dimensions. Within dimensional regularization, and after ex-
panding ine5(42d)/2, we find both the divergent and finite
parts of the one-loop self-energy:

P̂~P2,m2!5

ẽ2

~4p !2 F 1

3e
1

1

3
~g2 ln 4p !1

1

3
ln

m2

L2
2

8

9

2

8

3

m2

P2
1

2

3 S 114
m2

P2D
3/2

3arccothA114
m2

P2
1O~e !G . ~A4!

Here, g is the Euler constant, andL denotes an arbitrary
renormalization scale. Let us denote the renormalized part of

Eq. ~A3! asP̂R(P2,m2)5P̂(P2,m2)2P̂(P50,m2).
We are interested in computing the finite part of the one-

loop self-energy in the infrared limit. ForP2/m2
!1, Eq.

~A3! can be Taylor expanded, and we find

P̂R~P2,m2!5

ẽ2

~4p !2 F 1

30

P2

m2
2

1

420

P4

m4
1 . . . G . ~A5!

In the static limit whereP2
52p2, the one-loop correction to

the photon self-energy modifies the dielectric constant of
vacuum as

e512

ã

120p

p2

m2
, ~A6!

whereã5 ẽ2/(4p). This result was first noticed by Uehling
in the context of spinor QED@38#. The physical interpreta-
tion of this result is the following: quantum fluctuations cre-
ate virtual pairs of positively and negatively charged par-
ticles, which act as electric dipoles and contribute to the
dielectric constant of the vacuum. The quantum vacuum is
not really empty, but full of virtual pairs of particles which
are continually created and destroyed.

From Eq.~A3! one can consider as well the opposite limit
2P2/m2

@1. The finite part of the renormalized Green func-
tion then reduces to

P̂R~P2,m2!5

ã

12p F2 ln
uP2u

m2
1

8

3
1 . . . G . ~A7!

2. One-loop polarization tensor of mesons in the CFL phase

Now we turn to the computation of the photon polariza-
tion tensor due to the charged pions and kaons in the CFL
phase. We denote the meson masses asmp6 andmK6. They
are not yet known, as the contribution arising from the elec-
tromagnetic interactions has not been computed. Neverthe-
less, we know that their masses have to bems!2D ~with s
5p6,K6), as otherwise they would not be stable. A rough
estimate given in Ref.@24# and dimensional analysis suggest
that ms; ẽD in the chiral limit. Furthermore, at vanishing
baryonic density, the mesons travel at the speed of light. In

contrast, within CFL superconducting matter, their velocity
is vp,1, as can be read off from Eq.~2.12!.

We can infer the one-loop contribution to the photon self-
energy in the CFL phase from the vacuum result of scalar
QED, by rescaling both the spatial derivatives and the spatial
gauge fields as ]m→ ]̃m[(]0 ,vp ] i) and Am→Ãm

[(A0 ,vpA i). Using the Feynman rules as implied by Eq.
~2.12!, we find that for a charged Goldstone boson field with
massms

P̃mn~P !5

ẽ2

~vp!d21E ddK̃

~2p !d F 22dmn

K̃2
1ms

2

1

~2P̃1K̃ !m~2P̃1K̃ !n

@~ P̃1K̃ !2
1ms

2#~K̃2
1ms

2!
G ~A8!

with Euclidean momentaP̃m
5(p0 ,vpp). The explicit evalu-

ation of Eq. ~A8! is simplified by noticing that Eq.~A8!
reduces to Eq.~A1!, the polarization tensor for scalar QED in
vacuum:

P̃mn~p0 ,p!5~vp!23Pmn
qed~p0 ,vpp!. ~A9!

Finally, we undo the rescaling and equateAmPmnAn

[ÃmP̃mnÃn , in order to find the following components of
Pmn :

P00~P !5

p2

vp
P̂R~ P̃2,ms

2!, ~A10!

P0i~P !52

p0p i

vp
P̂R~ P̃2,ms

2!, ~A11!

P i j~P !5F S p0
2

vp
1vpp2D d i j

2vpp ip jG
3P̂R~ P̃2,ms

2!. ~A12!

This polarization tensor obeys the Ward identityPmPmn
50.

Decomposing Eqs.~A10!–~A12! as in Eq.~2.30!, we find

PL~P !5

p2

vp
P̂R~ P̃2,ms

2! ~A13!

PT~P !5S p0
2

vp
1vpp2D P̂R~ P̃2,ms

2!,

~A14!

the longitudinal and transverse parts of the mesonic contri-
bution to the photon self-energy.

3. Discussion

The infrared limit of this polarization tensor can be ob-
tained from Eq.~A5!. At this stage, it is easy to see why the
low momentum contribution of charged pions and kaons in
the CFL phase is negliglible as compared to the quark con-
tribution as computed in Sec. II E. Consider the longitudinal
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polarization tensor in the static limit. From Eq.~A13!, we
deduce that the leading contribution from the charged me-
sons forp!ms is proportional to (ẽ2p4

vp)/m2. For p!D,
the quarks contribute proportionally to (ẽ2p2m2)/D2. Com-
paring the two expressions, it is obvious that the meson con-
tribution is always negligible, becausem/D@1, while p/ms
!1. Therefore, as pointed out in the main text, the photon
polarization tensor is fully dominated by the quark loops in
the infrared limit.

Let us now discuss the intermediate regime whereD
!p0 , p!m. We consider the longitudinal polarization tensor
in the static limit. As has been shown in Eqs.~2.35! and
~2.36!, the quark contribution leads to a Debye massPL

quark

5(4ẽ2m2)/p2. From Eqs.~A7! and ~A13!, we deduce that
the meson contribution is given by

PL
meson

5

ẽ2p2

24p2
vp

F2 ln
p2

vp
2

m2
1

8

3G . ~A15!

Here, we assumed thatp@ms /vp . While the explicit values
of the meson masses are unknown, their scale is set by the
gapms}D. In this case, we can perform a leading logarith-
mic approximation in the non-Abelian gauge coupling. For
sufficiently smallg, the logarithm is dominated by the expo-
nential suppression of the gap@6#. To leading logarithmic
accuracy, and in the momentum regime considered, we have
ln@(p2

vp
2)/(m2)#5(6p2)/(A2g)1O(lng)1O(1). Conse-

quently, uPL
mesonu5( ẽ2p2)/(4A2vpg) to leading order ing.

Although the contribution itself is enhanced by 1/g, it re-
mains subleading compared to the quark contribution for
p2

!(16A2vpgm2)/p2. Dropping irrelevant numerical fac-
tors, the bound readsp!Agm. Notice that theẽ has disap-
peared from this estimate, because the leading logarithmic
approximation is entirely due tog→0. We emphasize that
this estimate is a worst-case analysis. For largerg, the loga-
rithm is less dominant and the boundary where meson and
quark contributions are comparable is pushed toward higher
momenta.
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